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2 tone twins facebook hack

This article is about social media websites. For more information about the company, visit Facebook. For directory types, see Face book. American online social networking service Facebook Screenshot Mark Zuckerberg profile (as seen from login page) site type social networking service publisher available languages[1]
list of languages multilingual multilingual Africans, Albanian, Amharyan, Arabic, Armenian, Assam, Azerbaijani, Basque, Belarusian, Bengali, Bosnian, Breton, Bulgarian, Burmese, Catalan, Sevano, Corsican, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Dutch (Bergier), English (Uk), English (US), English (upside down), Esperanto,
Estonian, French, French, French (French, French ( France), Frisian, Hula, Galician, Georgian, German, Greek, Guarani, Gujarati, Haitian Creole, Hausa, Hebrew, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Japanese , Japanese (Kansai), Java, Kannada, Kazakh, Kumail, Kinyardan, Korean, Kurd ( Krmanji),
Kyrgyzstan, Laos, Latvian, Lithuanian, Macedonian, Madhagassy, Malayan, Maltese, Malathi, Mongolian, Nepali, Norwegian (Bokmal), Norwegian (nynorsk), Oriya, Pashto, Persian, Polish, Portuguese (Brazil), Portuguese (Portuguese), Punjabi, Russian, Russian, Russian, Russian, Russian, Russian, Silesian, Simplified
Chinese (China), Sinhala, Slovak, Slovenian, Somalia, Solani Kurds, Spanish, Spanish (Spain), Swahili, Swedish, Syrian, Tajik, Tamajit, Tamil, Tatar, Telug, Thai, Traditional Chinese (Hong Kong), Traditional Chinese (Taiwanese) Turkish, Ukrainian, Urdu, Uzbek, Vietnamese, Welsh and Zaza areas were provided. 16
years ago (2004-02-04) current status ActiveWrite inC++, Hack (HHVM), D[3][4][5][6] Facebook (stystified as Facebook) is an American online social media and social networking service based in Menlo Park, California. The company he named Facebook, Inc. was founded by Mark Zuckerberg and with Harvard students
and roommates Eduardo Saverin, Andrew McCollum, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes. The founders initially restricted Facebook membership to Harvard students. Membership was expanded to Columbia, Stanford, and Yale, as well as to the Ivy League, MIT, higher education institutions, and then various other
universities, and finally high school students in the Boston area. Since 2006, anyone claiming to be at least 13 years old has been allowed to become a registered facebook user, which may vary depending on local law. The names often come from a directory of face books given to American college students. Facebook
can be accessed from devices with internet connections, such as computers, tablets, and smartphones.Users can create profiles that reveal information about themselves. They can post text, photos and multimedia shared with other users who have agreed to be their friends or with any reader with different privacy
settings. Users can also use a variety of embedded apps, join common interest groups, buy and sell items and services on the marketplace, and receive notifications of the activities and activities of Facebook friends on the Facebook Page they follow. Facebook claimed that it had more than 2.3 billion monthly active
users as of December 2018,[7] making it the world's most downloaded mobile app in the 2010s. Facebook has often been the subject of numerous controversies, including user privacy (similar to the Cambridge Analytica data scandal), political manipulation (as in the 2016 US election), mass surveillance, psychological
effects such as addiction and low self-esteem, and content such as fake news, conspiracy theories, copyright infringement and hate speech. [10] Commentators accuse Facebook of willingly exaggerating the number of users to promote the spread of such content and appeal to advertisers. [11] [12] [13] [14] As of
November 18, 2020, Alexa Internet ranks Facebook#6 in global Internet usage[[16] History Details: Facebook 2003-2006: Facebook 2003-2006 History: Facebook, Thiel's Investments, Re-name changed The facebook's original layout and name in 2004, layering singer Peter Wolfe's face as Facebook's original logo in a
double-hemed fashion, and co-founder Andrew McCollum[17] built a website called Facemash while Zuckerberg attended Harvard University in 2003. The site was comparable to Hot or My, using photos compiled from the online Facebook of nine houses, asking users to pick people who were hotr or two next to each
other at a time. Facemash attracted 450 visitors and 22,000 photo views in the first four hours. The site was sent to a list of multiple campus groups, but was shut down a few days later by harvard's administration. Zuckerberg faced expulsion and was charged with security violations, copyright infringement and personal
privacy violations. In the end, the fee was dropped. [18] Zuckerberg created a social learning tool ahead of the final exams during his time in art history and expanded the project. He uploaded all the art images to the website, each with a comment section, and shared the site with his classmates. [20] The Face Book is a
student directory that contains photos and personal information. In 2003, Harvard had only a paper version[21] along with a private online directory. [18] Zuckerberg told the Harvard Crimson, Everyone is talking a lot about universal face books within Harvard. ... I think it's ridiculous that it takes a few years for a university
to work on it. I canIt's better than they can be and I can do it in a week. In January 2004, Zuckerberg coded a new website called The Facebook, inspired by a Crimson editorial on Facemash, saying, It is clear that the technology needed to create a centralized website is readily available. Zuckerberg met with Harvard
student Eduardo Saverin, who each agreed to invest $1,000 in the site. On February 4, 2004, .com launched The Facebook, located in The facebook. [24] Facebook co-creator Mark Zuckerberg said six days after the site was launched in a Dorm room at Harvard University in 2005, Harvard seniors Cameron Winklebos,
Tyler Winklebos and Divya Narendra It accused Zuckerberg of intentionally misleading .com believed they would help build a social network called HarvardConnection. They claimed he was using their ideas to build competing products instead. [25] The three complained to the Crimson, and the newspaper launched an
investigation. He then sued Zuckerberg, 2008[26] with 1.2 million shares , worth $300 million in Facebook's IPO. [27] Initially, it was limited to Harvard students. Within a month, more than half of the undergraduates had enrolled. Dustin Moskovitz, Andrew McCollum and Chris Hughes joined Zuckerberg in managing the
website's growth [in March 2004, Facebook expanded to Columbia, Stanford and Yale [then all Ivy League universities, Boston University, New York University, MIT, [31] In mid-2004, Napster co-founder and entrepreneur Sean Parker, zuckerberg's unofficial adviser, became company president. Moved to Palo Alto,
California in June 2004. Later that month, it received its first investment from co PayPal Peter Thiel. In 2005, the company dropped the from its name after buying the domain name for US$200,000 [Facebook .com.] The domain belonged to AboutFace Co., Ltd. In May 2005, Axel Partners invested $12.7 million in
Facebook, and Jim Breyer[37] added $1 million. The high school version was launched in September 2005. [38] The qualifications were expanded to include employees from several companies, including Apple Inc. and Microsoft Corp. 2006-2012: In May 2006, facebook hired julie Juo, its first intern, after rapid growth in
public access, the Microsoft Alliance, and rapid growth. A month later, Zhuo was hired as a managing engineer. On September 26, 2006, Facebook released it to everyone 13 and older with a valid email address. [41] [42] By late 2007, Facebook had 100,000 pages for companies to promote themselves. [44] The
organization's page began deployment in May 2009. On October 24, 2007, Microsoft announced that it had purchased a 1.6 percent share of Facebook for $240 million.Facebook's total investment is approximately $15 billion. Microsoft's purchase included the right to run international ads. [46] In May 2007, at the first f8
developer conference, Facebook announced the launch of a platform for Facebook developers, providing a framework for software developers to create applications that interact with Facebook's core functionality. At the second f8 Developer Conference on July 23, 2008, the number of applications on the platform
increased to 33,000, with more than 400,000 registered developers. In October 2008, Facebook announced that its international headquarters would be located in Dublin, Ireland. In September 2009, Facebook said it had achieved positive cash flow for the first time. A January 2009 study by .com ranked Facebook as the
most used social networking service by monthly active users worldwide. In July 2010, the company announced 500 million users. Half of the site's memberships used Facebook every day, with an average of 150 million users accessing the site from mobile devices for an average of 34 minutes. Company representatives
called the milestone a quiet revolution. In November 2010, Facebook was valued at $41 billion under Second Market, a privately held share exchange. The company had just .com eBay to become the third-largest American web company after Google and Amazon. [54] On November 15, 2010, Facebook announced that
it had obtained the domain name fb.com from the American Federation of Farm Bureaus for an undisclosed sum. On January 11, 2011, the Farm Authority disclosed $8.5 million in domain sales revenue, and the fb.com acquisition was one of the highest domain sales ever. In February 2011, Facebook announced plans
to move its headquarters to the former Sun Microsystems campus in Menlo Park, California. [57] In March 2011, it was reported that Facebook removed about 20,000 profiles daily for violations of spam, graphic content, and the use of minors as part of an effort to enhance cybersecurity. According to statistics, Facebook
reached 1 trillion page views in June 2011, 2011, the most visited website on DoubleClick. [60] In 2011, Facebook became the second most visited website in the United States after Google, according to a Nielsen study. [62] [63] China blocked Facebook in 2009. [64] 2012-2013: IPO, Litigation, Billion Users Details:
Facebook's first public release in March 2012, Facebook announced the App Center, a store that sells applications that work through its website. This store was scheduled to be available for iPhone, Android devices and mobile web users. [65] Thomson Reuters Billboard welcomed Facebook to NASDAQ with its first
publicity release in May 2012 at a stock price of US$38 on May 17, 2012. The company isAt $104 billion, it was the largest valuation at the time. [66] [67] The IPO raised $16 billion, the third-largest in U.S. history, after Visa Inc. in 2008 and AT&amp;T Wireless in 2000. [69] Based on $5 billion in revenue in 2012,
Facebook first joined the Fortune 500 list in May 2013 and was ranked 462nd [the stock set a first-day record for IPO (460 million shares) trading volume.][1] [73][74][75][76] Given the immediate price decline that followed, both the SEC and FINRA, which were the subject of litigation, launched investigations. In early



October 2012, Zuckerberg announced that Facebook had 1 billion monthly active users, including 600 million mobile users, 219 billion photo uploads and 140 billion friend connections. [80] 2013-2014: Site Development, A4AI, 10th Anniversary On January 15, 2013, Facebook announced Facebook Graph Search. [81]
Facebook stressed that the feature is privacy-ready and returns results only from content already shared with users. On April 3, 2013, Facebook announced Facebook Home, a user interface layer for Android devices that provides greater integration with the site. HTC announced HTC First, a home preloaded phone. On
April 15, 2013, Facebook announced that it would partner with the National Association of Attorneys General in 19 states to provide teens and parents with information about tools for managing social networking profiles. On April 19, Facebook changed its logo to remove the light blue line at the bottom of the F icon.
.Letter F approached the edge of the box. After a campaign by 100 advocacy groups, Facebook agreed to update its policy on hate speech. The campaign highlighted content promoting domestic and sexual violence against women and withdrew 15 advertisers, including Nissan UK, burlesk homes and the national UK.
The company initially said that content that may be vulgar and offensive, but is disgusting in itself, does not violate our policies. [86] Action was made on May 29. On June 12, Facebook announced that it would introduce a clickable hashtag to help users follow trending arguments or search for what others are talking
about on the topic. . . . San Mateo County, California, has become the top wage-earning county in the country since the fourth quarter of 2012 for Facebook [According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics]. The average salary was 107% higher than the previous year, at $168,000 a year, more than 50% higher than the next
highest New York County (better known as Manhattan), at about $110,000 a year. In October, Facebook joined an alliance for affordable internet (A4AI) to match its launch. A4AI is a public-private unionIncluding Google, Intel and Microsoft. A4AI, led by Sir Tim Berners-Lee, aims to make internet access more affordable
to make it easier for developing countries to access it. It celebrated its 10th anniversary the week of February 3, 2014. [10]。 In January 2014, more than a billion users connected via mobile devices. As of June, mobile accounted for 62 percent of advertising revenue, up 21 percent year-over-year. By September,
Facebook had a market capitalization of more than $200 billion. [94] [95] Zuckerberg participated in a Q&amp;A session at Tsinghua University in Beijing, China, on October 23 and attempted to speak in Mandarin. Zuckerberg visited Chinese politician Lou Wei, known as the Internet Tsar, for his influence in China's
online policies on December 8. [Citation required] 2015– Present: Improvement; As of fake news [update], Facebook's algorithms have been revised to try to exclude false or misleading content such as fake news stories and hoaxes. It depended on the user flagging the story accordingly. Facebook insisted that satirical
content should not be intercepted. The algorithm was accused of maintaining a filter bubble in which material opposed by users and posts they almost liked were lowered in priority. [2]。 In November, Facebook extended parental leave from four weeks to four months. On April 12, 2016, Zuckerberg outlined its 10-year
vision based on three main pillars: artificial intelligence, improved global connectivity, and virtual and augmented reality. In July, a US$1 billion lawsuit was filed against the company for allowing Hamas to use it to perform beatings that cost four lives. [102] Under an open source license, Facebook released blueprints for
the Surround 360 camera on GitHub. [103] In September, he won an Emmy for his animated short Henry. In October, Facebook announced a paid communications tool called Workplace that aimed to connect everyone at work. Users can create profiles, see updates from colleagues in newsfeeds, stream live video, and
participate in secure group chats. After the 2016 presidential election, Facebook announced that it would use fact-checkers from sites such as FactCheck.org and The Associated Press (AP) to combat fake news, facilitating hoax reporting through crowdsourcing and disrupting financial incentives for abusers. [106] Oculus
VR Headset [107] On January 17, 2017, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg planned to open startup incubator Campus Station F in Paris, France. In a six-month cycle, Facebook has promised to work with 10 to 15 data-driven startups. On April 18, Facebook announced a beta version of its Facebook space at its annual
F8 developer conference. [110] Facebook Space is Facebook's virtual reality version for Oculus VR goggles. In virtual and shared spaces,With controller support, you can access a curated selection of 360-degree photos and videos using your avatar. Users can access their photos and videos and take advantage of
media shared in newsfeeds. In September, Facebook announced it would spend up to $1 billion on original shows on its Facebook Watch platform. [112] On October 16, the company announced its intention to make the app independent by obtaining an anonymous tribute app, tbh. [113] [114] [115] In May 2018, F8
announced that the company would offer its own dating service. Shares in the competing Match Group fell 22 percent. [117] Facebook dating includes a privacy feature that allows friends to see a friend's dating profile. [118] In July, Facebook was charged £500,000 by the UK watchdog for not responding to a data
erasure request. On July 18, Facebook established a subsidiary called Ren state Science and Technology with a capital of $30 million in Hangzhou, China. All shares are held by FacebookPhone. Later, disagreements between officials from Zhejiang Province and the Cyberspace Administration of China led to the
approval of the subsidiary's registration being withsoevered. On July 26, Facebook became the first company to lose more than $100 billion in market capitalization in a day, down from about $630 billion to $510 billion after disappointing revenue reports. [122] [123] On July 31, Facebook said it had deleted 17 accounts
related to the 2018 U.S. midterm elections. On September 19, Facebook announced that it would work with the U.S.-funded Democracy Promotion Organization, the International Republican Institute, and the National Democratic Institute, which is loosely affiliated with Republicans and Democrats, for news distribution
outside the United States. Through the Institute for Digital Forensics, Facebook has partnered with the Atlantic Council, a Nato-affiliated think tank. [124] In November, Facebook launched the Smart Display Brand Portal and Portal Plus (Portal+). They support Amazon's Alexa (Intelligent Personal Assistant Service). The
device includes a video chat feature with Facebook Messenger. [125] In August 2018, a lawsuit was filed in Oakland, California, claiming that Facebook inflated user data and created fake accounts to sue advertisers in the process. [127] The 10-year challenge began in January 2019, when it asked users to post photos
from 10 years ago (2009) and recent photos. [128] Criticizing the vaccine's role in self-reliance, Facebook announced in March 2019 that it would provide users with authoritative information on the topic of vaccines. [129] According to a study in the journal Vaccine[130] of ads posted in the previous three months, 54% of
anti-vaccine ads on Facebook were funded by two organizationsAnti-vaccine activist. The Children's Health Defense/World Mercury Project, chaired by Robert F. Kennedy Jr., and the cancellation of mandatory vaccinations run by campaigner Larry Cook, featured 54 percent of the ads. Ads are often linked to commercial
products such as natural remedies and books. On March 14, the Huffington Post reported that Facebook's PR agency not only paid someone to tweak Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg's Wikipedia page, but also added the page of Caryn Marooney, global head of PR. In March 2019, the perpetrators of the Christchurch
Mosque shooting rampage in New Zealand used Facebook to stream live footage of the attack. Facebook took 29 minutes to detect the live-streaming video, which was eight minutes longer than it would take police to arrest the gunman. About 1.3m copies of the video were blocked from Facebook, but 300,000 copies
were published and shared. Facebook has promised to change its platform. Spokesman Simon Dillner told Radio New Zealand he could have done a better job. Several companies, including ANZ and ASB Bank, stopped advertising on Facebook after the company was widely condemned by the public. After the attack,
Facebook began blocking the content of white nationalists, white supremacists and white separatists, which it said could not be meaningfully separated. Previously, Facebook only blocked apparently supremacist content. The old policies were condemned by civil rights groups, who said these moves were functionally
unclear. [134] A further ban was imposed in mid-April 2019, banning several British far-right organisations and related individuals from Facebook, as well as praise and support. [136] NTJ member Mouravi Zaran Hashim, an extremist Islamist imam believed to be the mastermind behind sri lanka's 2019 Easter bombings,
preached on a pro-ISIL Facebook account known as al-Graba media. [138] On May 2, 2019, he announced his new vision at F8 with the tagline The future is private. [140] A redesign of the website and mobile app was introduced, called FB5. The event also featured plans to improve the group [142] dating platform, [143]
end-to-end encryption on that platform, [144], and allowed messenger users to communicate directly with WhatsApp and Instagram users. [145] On July 31, 2019, Facebook announced a partnership with the University of California, San Francisco to build a noninvasive, wearable device that people can type simply by
imagining what they're talking about. On September 5, 2019, Facebook launched Facebook dating in the United States. This new application allows users to integrate their Instagram posts into their dating profiles. [148] Facebook News, which published stories selected from the press, was launched on October 25. [149]
Facebook's decision to include far-right website BreitbartIt was received negatively as a reliable source. [150] On November 17, 2019, bank data of 29,000 Facebook employees was stolen from a payroll worker's car. The data was stored on an unencryced hard drive and included bank account numbers, employee
names, the last four digits of social security numbers, salaries, bonuses and stock details. The company didn't realize the hard drive was missing until November 20. Facebook confirmed that the drive contained employee information on November 29. Employees did not receive a notice of intrusion until December 13,
2019. On March 10, 2020, Facebook appointed two new directors, Tracey Travis and Nancy Killefer, as members. In June 2020, several major companies, including Adidas, Aviva, Coca-Cola, Ford, HP, InterContinental Hotels Group, Mars, Starbucks, Target and Unilever, backed a stop-hate campaign that claimed the
company had not done enough to remove hateful content. It announced in July that it was suspending ads on Facebook. The BBC pointed out that this was unlikely to affect the company, as most of Facebook's advertising revenue comes from small businesses. On August 14, 2020, Facebook began integrating
Instagram's direct messaging service with its own messenger for both iOS and Android devices. . . . after the update, when the update screen popped up on instagram's mobile app, a list of additional features appeared. Instagram has a new way of messaging. As part of the update, the regular DM icon in the upper right
corner of Instagram will be replaced by the Facebook Messenger logo. On September 15, 2020, Facebook launched the Climate Science Information Center to promote authoritative voices on climate change and provide access to facts and up-to-date information on climate science. . . . Figures, data were taken up, and
related news stories were posted. [157] Website Details: List of Facebook features and Facebook platform profiles that appear in Facebook's previous logo, which is in use from August 23, 2005 to July 1, 2015 Technical aspects The factual accuracy of this section may be compromised due to the latest information. The
reason is that Facebook no longer uses hip-hop for PHP. Please update this article to reflect recent events and newly available information. (August 2020) Zuckerberg is a red-green colorblind, a realization that occurred after the test was conducted around 2007, so the primary color of the website is blue. [158] [159]
Facebook is a source code transformer built with PHP, compiled with hip-hop for PHP, and built by Facebook engineers.Convert PHP to C++. The hip-hop deployment reportedly reduced the average CPU consumption of Facebook servers by 50 percent. In 2012, Architecture Facebook was developed as a monolithic
application. According to a 2012 interview with Facebook build engineer Chuck Rossi, Facebook compiles into a 1.5 GB binary blob and distributes it to servers using a custom BitTorrent-based release system. Rossi said it takes about 15 minutes to build and 15 minutes to release to the server. The build and release
process has zero downtime. Changes to Facebook are deployed daily. [161] Facebook used a combination platform based on HBase to store data across distributed machines. With tail architecture, events are stored in a log file and logged at the end. The system rolls up these events and writes them to storage. The
user interface then retrieves the data and displays it to the user. Facebook treats the request as AJAX behavior. These requests are written to a log file using Scribe (developed by Facebook). [162] Data is read from these log files using Ptail, an internal building tool to aggregate data from multiple subscribing stores.
Move the log file to the end and pull the data out. Retail data is divided into three streams and sent to clusters within different datacenters (plug-in impressions, newsfeed impressions, and actions (plug-ins + newsfeeds). Puma is used to manage periods of high data flow (I/O or IO). Hot articles that generate a lot of
impressions and News Feed impressions, where large amounts of data cause large amounts of data skew, are processed in batches to reduce the time required to read and write. Batches run every 1.5 seconds and are limited by the memory used to create the hash table. [162] The data is output in PHP format. The
backend is written in Java. THRIFT is used as a messaging format to allow PHP programs to query Java services. The caching solution displays the page more quickly. The data is then sent to the MapReduce server, which is queried via Hive. This works as a backup because it can recover data from Hive. [162] Content
Delivery Network (CDN) Details: Content delivery network Facebook uses a CDN or 'edge network' under the domain fbcdn.net to provide static data. [163] Until the mid-2010s, Facebook also depended on the alias rice wine as a CDN service provider[[165][166][167] Hack On March 20, 2014, Facebook announced a
new open source programming language called hack, which was already running for the majority of Facebook before its release. We were using a new language to do a battle test. [168] On July 20, 2008, Facebook introduced the Facebook Beta, a major redesign of the user interface on selected networks. Minifeeds and
walls were integrated, profiles were divided into tabbed sections, and efforts were made to create a cleaner look. [169] Facebook began migrating users to a new version in September 2008. [170]Profile/Personal Timeline Facebook Login/Sign-up Screen Facebook registered users have a personal profile to view their
posts and content. The format of individual user pages was revamped in September 2011 to be known as Timeline, a chronological feed of users' stories that includes status updates, photos, and interactions with apps and events. The [174] layout allows users to add a cover photo. [174] Privacy settings have been added
to users. In 2007, Facebook launched a Facebook page for brands and celebrities to interact with their fan base[175][176] and launched 100,000 pages in November. In June 2009, Facebook introduced a username feature that made it easier for users to choose and share unique nicknames used in the URL of their
profile. [178] In February 2014, Facebook expanded its gender settings to include custom input fields that allow users to choose from a wide range of gender identities. Users can also set up sets that must be used by referring to gender-specific pronouns throughout the site. [180] [181] In May 2014, Facebook introduced
a feature that allows users to ask for information that has not been disclosed by other users on their profiles. If the user doesn't provide important information, such as location, hometown, or relationship status, other users can use the new ask button to send a message asking about the item with just one click. [183] [184]
News Feed Details: NewsFeed NewsFeeds appear on everyone's home page, highlighting information such as profile changes, upcoming events, and friends' birthdays. [185] This allowed spammers and other users to manipulate these features by creating illegal events or posting fake birthdays to attract attention to
their profiles and causes. [186] Initially, newsfeeds caused frustration among Facebook users. While some people complained that it was too cluttered and full of unwanted information, others were concerned that it was too easy for others to track individual activities ( relationship status changes, events, conversations
with other users, etc.). Zuckerberg apologized that the site did not include proper privacy features. Users can then control the type of information that is automatically shared with their friends. Users can now prevent friends in custom categories from seeing updates about certain types of activities, such as profile changes,
wall posts, and newly added friends. On February 23, 2010, Facebook obtained a patent [189] on certain aspects of newsfeed [the patent covers a newsfeed where a link is provided so that one user can participate in another user's activities.] [190] The EdgeRank algorithm controls the sorting and display of articles in a
user's news feed. [191] The Photo application allows users to upload albums and photos. [192] Each album can containPrivacy settings apply to individual albums. Users can tag or label friends in photos. Friends receive notifications about tags with links to photos. The photo tagging feature was developed in 2006 by
Facebook design strategy leader Aaron Sittig and former Facebook engineer Scott Marlett, and only patented in 2011. [195] On June 7, 2012, Facebook launched the App Center to help users find games and other applications. On May 13, 2015, Facebook, which is associated with major news portals, launched Instant
Articles, which provides news to Facebook news feeds without leaving the site. [198] In January 2017, Facebook launched Facebook Stories for iOS and Android in Ireland [following the format of Snapchat and Instagram stories, this feature allows users to upload photos and videos that appear above the news feeds of
friends and followers and disappear after 24 hours.] On October 11, 2017, Facebook introduced a 3D posting feature that allows interactive 3D asset uploads [On January 11, 2018, Facebook announced that it would change its news feed to prioritize friend/family content and not highlight content from media companies.]
[202] [202] Button Details: The Like button on the city page on a Facebook billboard ad city page like the button was styled as a thumbs up icon and first enabled in 2009,[203], allowing users to easily interact with status updates, comments, photos and videos, and links shared by friends. When a user clicks, they're more
likely to see the specified content in their friend's News Feed. [204] The 205 button displays the number of other users who liked the content. [206] A similar button was extended to comments in June 2010. In February 2016, Facebook expanded to Reaction, choosing between five predefined emotions, including love,
haha, wow, sad and angry. [208] [209] [210] In late April 2020, a new care response was added during the coronavirus pandemic. [212] Main articles in Instant Messaging: Facebook Messenger Facebook Messenger is an instant messaging service and software application. Starting as Facebook Chat in 2008, [213] was
revamped in 2010 [214] and eventually became a standalone mobile app in August 2011 while being part of a user page on the browser. [215] Messenger, which complements normal conversations, allows users to make video calls with 1:1[216] and group [217] audio [218]. [219] Its Android app integrated sms[220] and
chat head support, which is a round profile photo icon that appears on the screen regardless of whether both apps are open, [221] while both apps support multiple accounts, [222] optional end-to-end encryption and conversations with instant games. [224] Remittances[225] and several features, including requestsLimited
to the United States. In 2017, Facebook added Messenger Day, a feature that allows you to share photos and videos in story format with all your friends who who who their content disappears after 24 hours. [227] Responses that allow users to tap and hold messages that add responses via emoji, [228] and mentions
allow users in group conversations to type @ to give notifications to specific users. Through Messenger, companies and users can interact with them using features such as tracking purchases, receiving notifications, and interacting with customer service representatives. Third-party developers can integrate apps into
Messenger, allowing users to enter the app in Messenger and share app details to chat if needed. [229] Developers can build chatbots in Messenger for purposes such as news publishers building bots to deliver news. M Virtual Assistant (USA) scans keywords in chat and suggests related actions such as payment
systems for users who mention money. [231] [232] The group chatbot appears as a chat extension in Messenger. The Detection tab allows you to search for bots and enable QR codes for special brands that take users to specific bots during scanning. [233] Follow users can follow content posted by other users without
making friends. [234] The account can be verified to verify the identity of the user. [235] Privacy Control Details include: § Privacy PRISM: A clan destin monitoring program that allows the NSA to collect user data from companies such as Facebook and Yahoo![236] Facebook, allowing users to control access to individual
posts and their profiles [237] through privacy settings. [238] The user's name and profile picture, if applicable, will be published. Facebook's revenue relies on targeted advertising, which analyzes user data (from the site and the broader Internet) to let you know about your targeting. Since the service's debut, these
facilities have changed repeatedly in a series of controversies covering everything from how well users protect their data to how much control they have over access to the types of access given to third parties, including businesses, political campaigns and governments. These facilities vary from country to country, but
some countries require data to be made available (and restrict access to services), but European Union (EU) GDPR regulations mandate additional privacy protections. [239] Facebook Bug Bounty Program A Facebook White Hat debit card given to researchers reporting security bugs. On July 29, 2011, Facebook
announced its Boog Bounty program, which paid security researchers a minimum of $500 for reporting security holes. The company has promised not to pursue white hat hackers who have identified such problems. [240] As a result, researchers from many countries participated in India and Russia in particular[242]
receptions the most popular socialFacebook VKontakte QZone Odnoklsnik Instagram country-by-country site data user growth and decline Facebook's rapid growth in 2019 began and began to decline as soon as it became available and continued into 2018. Facebook exceeded 100 million registered users in 2008 and
500 million in July 2010. According to company data released in July 2010, half of the site's membership used Facebook every day for an average of 34 minutes, and 150 million users accessed the site on mobile. In October 2012, Facebook had more than 1 billion monthly active users, 600 million mobile users, 219
billion photo uploads, [79] It has the connections of 140 billion friends. [1] Two billion user marks crossed in June 2017. [245] In November 2015, after skepticism about the accuracy of the monthly active users measurement, Facebook changed its definition to login members who visit Facebook sites through a web
browser or mobile app or use the Facebook Messenger app 30 days before the measurement. This excluded the use of third-party services with previously counted Facebook integrations. [247] From 2017 to 2019, the percentage of the U.S. population aged 12 and older using Facebook dropped from 67% to 61% (a
decrease of about 15 million U.S. users), while the decline in young Americans (a decrease in the percentage of U.S. 12- to 34-year-olds who are users fell from 58% in 2015 to 29%. 248[249] The decline was consistent with the growing popularity of Instagram, which has historically provided predictions of Facebook's
decline or termination based on causes such as a declining user base. [250] The legal difficulties of being a closed platform, the inability to generate revenue, the inability to provide user privacy, the inability to adapt to mobile platforms, or facebook ending itself to present the next generation of alternatives. [251] Or
Facebook's role in Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. election. [252] Facebook popularity. Facebook's active users increased from just 1 million in 2004 to more than 2.3 billion in 2018. [239] Population Pyramid of Facebook Users by Age 2010[Update][253] Demographics As of October 2018, the largest number of
Facebook users was in India and the United States, followed by Indonesia, Brazil, and Mexico. [254] Regionally, the largest number of users are in the Asia-Pacific region (947 million), followed by Europe (381 million) and the United States and Canada (242 million). Elsewhere in the world, it has 750 million users. From
2008 to 2018, the percentage of users under the age of 34 decreased to less than half of the total [[239] award-winning websites were placed on PC Magazine's Top 100 Classic Websites in 2007 and received awards, including receiving the People's Voice Award from Webby.In 2008. In 2010, Facebook won the
Crunchie Best Comprehensive Startup or Product award[258] for the third year in a row [[259] censorship Other information: In many countries, social networking sites and mobile apps are temporarily or permanently blocked, including China, Iran, [261] Syria, [262] and North Korea. In May 2018, the Papua New Guinean
government announced a one-month ban on Facebook, taking into account the website's impact on the country, but there has been no ban since then. In 2019, Facebook announced that influencers could no longer promote bopes, tobacco products and weapons on its platform. Criticism and controversy More
information: Criticism of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg's Facebook graffiti in Berlin. The caption is a reference to George Orwell's novel 1984. The importance and scale of Facebook has led to criticism in many domains. Issues include internet privacy, excessive retention of user information, [265] facial recognition
software, [266][267] addictive quality[268] and employer access to employee accounts. Facebook is said to have psychological effects, including feelings of jealousy[270][271] and stress,[272][273]lack of attention[274] and social media addiction. [275] European antitrust regulator Margrethe Vestager said Facebook's
terms of service for personal data were disproportionate. Facebook has been criticized for its involvement in electricity use, tax avoidance, 279, real-name user requirements policy[280]censorship[281][282] and U.S. PRISM monitoring programs. [283] Facebook has been criticized for allowing users to publish illegal or
offensive material. Specifically, they include copyright and intellectual property infringement, [284] hate speech, [285] [286] rape[287] and incitement to terrorism, [288] [289] fake news, [291] [291] and crimes, murders, and live-streaming violence incidents. [293] [294] Facebook used offshore companies to evade billions
of dollars in taxes, according to the Express Tribune. Sri Lanka blocked both Facebook and WhatsApp in May 2019 after anti-Islam riots. [297] [298] Facebook deleted 3 billion fake accounts only between the first quarter of 2018 and the first quarter of 2019. This is considered to be a very high figure, as the social
network reports only 2.39 billion monthly active users. In late July 2019, the company announced that it was under antitrust investigation by the Federal Trade Commission. [300] Privacy Details: Facebook § Criticism of Privacy Issues See: Privacy Concerns About Social Networking Services § FacebookWe're repeatedly
adjusting our privacy settings and policies in a series of controversies over how we handle user privacy. In 2010, the National Security Agency began obtaining profile information published by Facebook among other social media services. On November 29, 2011, Facebook resolved federal trade commission accusations
that it deceived consumers by not keeping its privacy promises. In August 2013, TechBridge published findings showing that links contained in Facebook messaging service messages were being accessed by Facebook. In January 2014, two users filed a lawsuit against Facebook claiming that their privacy had been
violated by the practice. On June 7, 2018, Facebook announced that about 14 million Facebook users had set the default sharing setting for all new posts to public as a result of the bug. On April 4, 2019, the records of 5 billion Facebook users were published on amazon cloud servers, including information about users'
friends, likes, groups, check-in locations, names, passwords, and email addresses. In September 2019, it was found that the phone numbers of at least 200 million Facebook users were published in an open online database. It had 133 million users in the U.S., 18 million from the U.S. and 50 million in Vietnam. After
removing duplicates, 419 million records were reduced to 219 million. After TechCrunch connected to the web host, the database went offline. The records are believed to have been accumulated using a tool disabled by Facebook in April 2018 after the Cambridge Analytica controversy. A Facebook spokesperson said in
a statement: The data set is out of time and we seem to have obtained the information before we made any changes last year. There is no evidence that your Facebook account has been compromised. As a result of Facebook's privacy concerns, companies such as Viber Media and Mozilla have discontinued advertising
on Facebook's platform [[309][310] Shadow Profile Shadow Profile refers to data facebook collects about individuals without explicit permission. For example, you can use the Like button that appears on third-party websites to collect information about an individual's internet browsing habits, even if they are not Facebook
users. [311] [312] Data can also be collected by other users. For example, Facebook users can link their email accounts to their Facebook to find friends on the site, and the company can collect user and non-user email addresses. [313] Over time, countless data points about individuals are collected. A single data point
probably cannot identify an individual, but together, a company can form a unique profile. The practice has been criticized by those who believe people should be able to opt out of involuntary data collection. In addition, during FacebookIt has the function of downloading and inspecting the data you provide to the site,
does not contain data from the user's shadow profile, and non-users of Facebook do not have access to this tool. The company is also unclear whether it may revoke access to Facebook's shadow profile. [311] Cambridge Analytica Analytica Details: Facebook-Cambridge Analytica Data Scandal Facebook Customer
Global Science Research has sold information about more than 87 million Facebook users to Cambridge Analytica, a political data analytics firm led by Alexander Nix. While about 270,000 people used the app, Facebook's API unknowingly allowed data collection from friends. [315] Initially, Facebook downplayed the
significance of the breach, suggesting that Cambridge Analytica no longer had access. Facebook subsequently issued a statement expressing alarm and suspended Cambridge Analytica. A review of the documents and interviews with former Facebook employees suggested that Cambridge Analytica still owned the data.
[316] It violated Facebook's consent decree with the Federal Trade Commission. The breach could result in a penalty of $40,000 per occurrence, totaling trillions of dollars. According to the Guardian, Facebook and Cambridge Analytica threatened to sue the newspaper if it published the article. After the release,
Facebook claimed to have lied. On March 23, 2018, the British High Court applied for a warrant from the Information Commissioner's Office to search Cambridge Analytica's London office, ending a stand-off over facebook and information commissioner responsibilities. [318] On March 25, Facebook published
Zuckerberg's statement in a major Anglo-American newspaper, apologizing for his disobeding. You may have heard of a quiz app built by university researchers who leaked the Facebook data of millions of people in 2014. . . . this is a breach of trust and I'm sorry I didn't do much more at the time. We are now taking
steps to ensure this does not happen again. We've already stopped apps like this from getting so much information. Now it limits the data apps it gets when you sign in using Facebook. We're also looking at all the apps that had access to a lot of data before fixing this. We expect others to be there. And once we find
them, we will ban them and tell everyone affected. Finally, you can remember which apps have access to your information and block out unnecessary apps ane! Thank you for believing in this community. I promise to do better for you. On March 26, the Federal Trade Commission launched an investigation into the matter.
The dispute ended Facebook's partnership with a data broker that helps advertisers target users. [301] On April 24, 2019, Facebook saidIt could face between $3 billion and $5 billion in fines as a result of a Federal Trade Commission investigation. The agency is investigating Facebook for possible privacy breaches, but
has yet to release its findings. [322] Facebook also implemented privacy controls and settings to comply with the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which came into effect in May[322] and Facebook also ended its aggressive opposition to california consumer privacy laws[324] some, such as
Meghan McCain. It drawn equivalence between cambridge analytica's use of data and Barack Obama's 2012 campaign. [325] [326] [327] Carol Davidsen, former director of integrated media analytics at Obama for America (OFA), wrote, Facebook was surprised that we were able to suck out the entire social graph, but
they didn't stop us when they realized what we were doing. [326] [327] PolitiFact rated McCain's statement as half true, but at Cambridge Analytica, users thought they were only being quizzed for academic purposes, but the Obama campaign only used the data. Cambridge Analytica targeted users, friends and
lookalikes directly with digital advertising. [328] Breach On September 28, 2018, Facebook exposed the data of 50 million users in a major security breach. The data breach began in July 2017 and was discovered on September 16. [329] Facebook notified users affected by the vulnerability and logged out of their
accounts [[330] In March 2019, Facebook confirmed password breaches for millions of Facebook Lite application users, but in April, not only Facebook, but It said it also affected millions of Instagram users. The reason was if you saved the password as plain text, not encryption that employees could read. On December
19, 2019, security researcher Bob Diatchenko discovered a database containing more than 267 million Facebook user IDs, phone numbers and names published on the web for anyone to access without passwords or other authentication. In February 2020, it encountered a massive security breach in which its official
Twitter account was hacked by OurMine, a group based in Saudi Arabia. The group has a history of actively exposing vulnerabilities in high-profile social media profiles. [334] Phone Data and Activities Facebook has acquired Onavo's virtual private network andCompetitor usage data. After acquiring Onavo in 2013,
Facebook used the Onavo Protect Virtual Private Network (VPN) app to collect information about users' web traffic and app usage. This allowed Facebook to monitor the performance of its competitors and motivated Facebook to buy WhatsApp in 2014. [335] [336] [337] The media classified Onabo Protect as spyware.
[338] [339] In August 2018, Facebook removed the app in response to pressure from Apple, which claimed it violated its guidelines. [341] In 2016, Facebook Research launched Project Atlas, offering up to $20 per month to some users between the ages of 13 and 35 in exchange for personal data, including app usage,
web browsing history, web search history, location history, personal messages, photos, videos, emails, and Amazon order history. [343] In January 2019, TechCrunch reported on the project. This allowed Apple to temporarily revoke Facebook's Enterprise Developer Program certificate for a day, prevent Facebook
Research from working on iOS devices, and disable Facebook's internal iOS app. [347] [348] In May 2018, several Android users filed a class-action lawsuit against Facebook for violating their privacy. [350] In January 2020, Facebook launched an off-Facebook activity page where you can see information collected by
Facebook about activities other than Facebook. [352] Washington Post columnist Jeffrey A. Fowler found that even while the Facebook app was closed, it included other apps he used on his phone, other websites he visited on his phone, and in-store purchases he made from affiliates, even while his phone was
completely off. [354] Facebook's apology appears in newspapers, television, blog posts, and Facebook. On March 25, 2018, major U.S. and British newspapers posted full-page ads, including a personal apology from Zuckerberg. Zuckerberg apologized verbally on CNN. In May 2010, we apologized for the discrepancy in
privacy settings [previously, Facebook's privacy settings spread across 20 pages, all privacy settings were set to one page, and third-party apps made it more difficult for users to access their personal information.] In addition to publicly apologizing, Facebook says it will review and audit thousands of apps that display
suspicious activity to ensure the invasion of privacy never happens again. [357] In a 2010 report on privacy, the research project said a lot of information was available about the consequences of what people disclose online.In many cases, it is the reports that are made available through common media. In 2017, a former
Facebook executive was on the record to discuss how the social media platform has helped unravel the fabric of society. [359] Content Details: Facebook Criticism § ContentSee Also: Facebook Content Monitoring Board Facebook relies on users to generate content that connects users to the service. The company has
been criticized for allowing objectionable content, such as conspiracy theories and fringe discourse, and for banning other content it deems inappropriate. Vaidyanathan (2018) anti-social media[361] claims there is no evidence that Cambridge Analytica or similar companies offered anything of value to those who paid, but
Facebook is growing on every continent. And it is undermining democracy everywhere. Facebook does internal data analysis. Facebook is working directly on the campaign, many of which support authoritarian and nationalist candidates. If you have Facebook, you don't need Cambridge Analytica. Facebook's impact on
democracy is corrosive. ... Campaigns like Trump can issue small, inexpensive ads via platforms such as Facebook and Instagram that disappear after a day or are forever locked to Facebook's servers. It's bad for transparency. That's exactly what happened. That story doesn't reverberate down to the story about
Cambridge Analytica and psychology. But that's the real story. [362] Facebook had a tool that allowed advertisers to profitablely target ads in groups under 20 and then disappear, and there was never any research or discussion. These may have made a substantial contribution to Mr. Trump's victory in the 2016 U.S.
presidential election. [364] Criticized as a vector of fake news and accused of being responsible for conspiracy theories that the United States created ISIS[364] fake anti-Rohingya posts used by myanmar's military to fan genocide and ethnic cleansing[365][366] allowing climate change denial[367] and conspiracy
conspiracy at Sandy Hook Elementary School. [369][370] The Philippine government has also used Facebook as a tool to attack critics, allowing the conspiracy of Sandy Hook Elementary School. [1]。 In 2017, Facebook partnered with the Poynter Institute's International Fact-Checking Network's Fact Checker to identify
and mark false content, but most ads for political candidates are exempt from the program. [373] [374] Critics of the program accuse Facebook of not doing enough to remove false information from its website. Professor Ilha Somin reported receiving death threats from Cesar Sayak on Facebook in April 2018, threatening
to kill Somin and his family and nourishing his body in Florida.Somin's Facebook friends reported the comments to Facebook, which did nothing but dispatch automatic messages. Sayok was arrested in October 2018 in an attempted U.S. mail bombing directed at Democratic politicians. Facebook has repeatedly
amended its content policy. In July 2018, the fact checker said it would downrank articles it deemed false and remove misinformation that caused violence. Facebook said it could democratize content rated false by fact-checkers and dramatically reduce distribution. You can remove certain posts or videos that violate
community standards on Facebook. In May 2019, Facebook banned a number of dangerous commentators, including Alex Jones, Louis Faracan, Milo Jannopoulos, Paul Joseph Watson, Paul Nehlen, David Duke and Laura Rumer, for their involvement in violence and hatred[ [379] in May 2020. Facebook has agreed to
a $52 million preliminary settlement with a U.S.-based Facebook content moderator to compensate for the psychological trauma it suffered in the job. [381] [382] Other legal actions around the world, including in Ireland, are awaiting settlement. In September 2020, the Thai government used computer crime laws for the
first time against Facebook and Twitter for ignoring requests to take down content and for not complying with court orders. In October 2020, Pakistani Prime Minister Imran Khan urged Mark Zuckerberg to ban Islamophobiic content on Facebook through a letter posted on the government's Twitter account, warning that it
was promoting extremism and violence. InfoWars Facebook was criticized for making InfoWars public with falsehoods and conspiracy theories. [378] [386] [387] [388] [389] Facebook defended its actions on InfoWars, saying, I don't think banning pages to share conspiracy theories or false news is the right way to go.
[387] Facebook provided only six fact-checked cases of infoWars page content between September 2017 and July 2018. In 2018, Info Wars falsely claimed that survivors of the Parklands shooting rampage were actors. Facebook has promised to remove infoWars content that make this claim, aling infoWars videos that
push false allegations were left, even though Facebook had been contacted about the video. [378] Facebook said it never explicitly called the video an actor. Facebook also allowed infowars videos sharing Pizzagate conspiracy theories to survive despite specific claims to purge Pizzagate content. [378] In late July 2018,
Facebook suspended infowars secretary Alex Jones' personal profile for 30 days. In early August 2018, Facebook banned the four most active Info Wars-related pages for hate speech. [391] Holocaust Denial In July 2018, Zuckerberg said it[378] It is unclear whether Holocaust deniers on Facebook intend to deceive
others[378] he apologized later that same day. In October 2020, the company announced that it would ban Holocaust denial. [392] Political manipulation See: State-sponsored Internet propaganda general in 2018, Facebook said it had identified coordinated acts in a number of pages, groups and accounts created to
spark political debate involving the US, Middle East, Russia and the UK during 2018. [393] A campaign run by a British intelligence agency called the Joint Threat Research Intelligence Group is broadly divided into two categories: Cyberattacks and propaganda efforts. Propaganda efforts use mass messages and story
pushes through social media sites like Facebook. [394] Israel's Jewish Internet Defense Force, China's 50 Cent Party, and Turkish AK Trolls are also paying attention to social media platforms like Facebook[396][397][398] in July 2018, oxford internet institute (OII) Samantha Bradshaw, co-author of the report, said: The
number of countries where social media manipulation has been formally organised has increased significantly from 28 countries around the world to 48. Most of the growth comes from political parties that spread information leaks and junk news around the election period. In October 2018, The Daily Telegraph reported
that Facebook had banned hundreds of pages and accounts that came from the US rather than associated with Russia but said they were fraudulently flooding the site with partisan political content. In December 2018, The Washington Post reported that Facebook had suspended the account of Jonathon Morgan, chief
executive of a social media research firm, following reports that he and others engaged in an operation to spread information leaks during the 2017 U.S. Senate special election. [402] In January 2019, Facebook said it had deleted 783 Iran-linked accounts, pages and groups to engage in what it called coordinated
genuine action. [4] In May 2019, the Tel Aviv-based private intelligence agency Archimedes Group was banned from Facebook for coordinated, non-genuine behavior after Facebook found fake users in countries in sub-Saharan Africa, Latin America and Southeast Asia. [405] A Facebook investigation revealed that
Archimerades spent about $1.1 million on fake ads and paid in Brazilian rea, Israeli shekels and U.S. dollars. Facebook cited examples of the Archimerades group's political interference in Nigeria, Senegal, Togo, Angola, Niger and Tunisia. [407] The Atlantic Council's Digital Forensics Laboratory said in a report that the
tactics employed by the Archimerades Group, a private company, are close to their kind.On May 23, 2019, Facebook released a Community Standards Enforcement Report highlighting that it had identified several fake accounts through artificial intelligence and human surveillance. In the six months from October 2018 to
March 2019, social media websites deleted a total of 3.39 billion fake accounts. The number of fake accounts was reported to be more than 2.4 billion real people on the platform. In July 2019, Facebook went ahead with measures to combat the abuse of fraudulent political propaganda and other services. The company
deleted more than 1,800 accounts and pages operating from Russia, Thailand, Ukraine and Honduras. On October 30, 2019, Facebook deleted several accounts of employees working for the Israel NSO Group, which it said were deleted for not complying with our terms. The removal came after WhatsApp sued an Israeli
surveillance company for targeting 1,400 devices with spyware. In 2020, Facebook found American Edge, an anti-regulatory lobbying firm that fights anti-regulatory investigations. Thailand's government will force Facebook to suspend a Facebook group called LoyaltyIst Marketplace, which has 1 million members,
following the possibility of sharing illegal posts. Authorities also threatened Facebook representatives facing criminal proceedings. In response, Facebook plans to take legal action against the Thai government to suppress freedom of expression and human rights abuses. [414] Russian Interference: Internet research
institutes and Russian meddling in the 2016 U.S. election led special counsel Robert Mueller to indict 13 Russian citizens and three Russian organizations for engaging in operations to interfere with the U.S. political and electoral process, including the 2016 presidential election. [415] [416] [417] Mueller subsequently
contacted Facebook with the company's disclosure that he sold more than $100,000 in ads to a company with links to the Russian intelligence community before the 2016 U.S. presidential election, an Internet research agency owned by Russian billionaire and businessman Evgeny Prigozin. [418] In September 2017,
Facebook's Chief Security Officer Alex Stamos found about $100,000 in advertising spending from June 2015 to May 2017 in connection with approximately 470 genuine accounts and nearly 3,000 ads related to Pages in violation of our policies. Our analysis suggests that these accounts and pages are affiliated with
each other and are likely operating from Russia. [420] The Clinton and Trump campaigns spent $81 million on Facebook ads. The company promised full cooperation in mueller's investigation and provided all information about the Russian ads. [422] MembersThe House and Senate intelligence committees allege that
Facebook withheld information that could illuminate russian propaganda campaigns. [423] Russian operatives used Facebook to organise Black Lives Matter rallies[424][425] and anti-immigrant rallies on U.S. soil,[426], anti-Clinton rallies[427] and rallies against Donald Trump. [428] Facebook ads are also used to sow
discord by sending opposing messages to different users based on political and demographic characteristics to take advantage of black political activity and divisions against Muslims. [430] [431] Zuckerberg said he regrets that he had raised concerns about Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election. Yuri
Milner, a Russian-American billionaire who befriended Zuckerberg between 2009 and 2011, had the Kremlin's support for investments in Facebook and Twitter. In January 2019, Facebook deleted 289 pages and 75 coordinated accounts linked to Sputnik, the Russian state news agency, which had misrepresented itself
as independent news or general interest pages. [436] [437] Facebook identified and deleted an additional 1,907 accounts linked to Russia that were later found to be involved in coordinated and genuine actions. In 2018, a report by the UK Department for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS) criticised Facebook for
its reluctance to investigate russian government abuse of its platform, calling the company a digital gang and downplaying the extent of the problem. [439] [440] Democracy is at risk of malicious and relentless targeting of citizens with information leaks and personalized dark advertising from uninverifiable sources
provided through the major social media platforms we use every day, said Damian Collins,441, chairman of the DCMS Committee, in February 2019. Cybersecurity firm New Knowledge wrote. Just six weeks ago, I was caught engaging in a massive scam to create a fictitious Russian troll account on Facebook and
Twitter to claim that the Russian government was working to defeat Democratic Sen. Doug Jones in Alabama. The New York Times cited a new knowledge report that exposed the scam and boasted of its fabrications. [442] [443] Anti-Rohingya propaganda Reference: Persecution of Muslims in Myanmar In 2018,



Facebook took down 536 pages, 17 Facebook groups, 175 Facebook accounts, and 16 Instagram accounts linked to the Myanmar military. In total, these numbered more than 10 million. The New York Times reported that after months of reports about anti-Rohingya propaganda on Facebook, the company admitted it
was too late to act in Myanmar. [445]。 By then, moreIn what U.N. officials called a textbook example of ethnic cleansing, 700,000 Rohingya have fled the country in a year. India's anti-Muslim propaganda and Hindu nationalism 2019 book, The Real Face of Indian Facebook, co-authored by journalists Palanjoy Guha
Tikrta and Cyril Sam, claimed that Facebook allowed and benefited from the rise of Narendra Modi's Hindu nationalist Bhalatiya Janata Party (BJP) in India. Ankhi Das, Facebook's policy director for India and South and Central Asia, publicly apologized in August 2020 for sharing a Facebook post calling Indian Muslims
decadent communities. She said she shared the post to reflect my deep belief in celebrating feminism and civic participation. She is reported to have blocked Facebook's actions against anti-Muslim content[448][449], supporting the BJP in an internal Facebook message[450] in 2020, Facebook executives said. It
overturned an employee's recommendation that BJP politician T. Raja Singh should be banned from the site for hate speech and rhetoric that could lead to violence. Singh had said on Facebook that Rohingya Muslim migrants had been shot and threatened to destroy mosques. Current and former Facebook employees
told the Wall Street Journal that the decision was part of a pattern of Facebook's favoritism toward the BJP as it seeks more business in India. [449] Facebook also did nothing to act after BJP politicians made posts accusing Muslims of intentionally spreading COVID-19, employees said. Delhi's parliament is investigating
whether Facebook is responsible for religious riots in 2020. [453] [454] Company Governance Roger McNamier, an early Facebook investor and former Zuckerberg mentor, described Facebook as having the most intensive decision-making structure I've come across in a large company. Nathan Schneider, a media
studies professor at the University of Colorado, Boulder, claimed to have turned Facebook into a platform cooperative owned and controlled by users. Facebook co-founder Chris Hughes says CEO Mark Zuckerberg has too much power and that the company is now exclusive and should be split into multiple smaller
companies as a result. Hughes called for the dissolution of Facebook in an op-ed in The New York Times. Hughes says he is concerned that it is the U.S. government's job to hold Zuckerberg accountable and curb his unchecked power as a result, dressed in a team that doesn't challenge him. Hughes also said that
Mark's power is unprecedented and un-American. [458] Several U.S. politicians agree with Hughes. [459] EU Competition Commissioner Margrethe Wester says facebook's split should only be done as a last resort remedy and that splitting Facebook will not solve Facebook's underlying problems.The lawsuit company
has been repeatedly lit suited. [461] [462] [463] Its most prominent case addressed claims that Zuckerberg broke oral contracts with Cameron Winklebos, Tyler Winklebos and Divya Narendra in 2004 to build the then-named HarvardConnection social network. [465] [466] On March 6, 2018, BlackBerry sued Facebook
and its Instagram and WhatsApp subdivisions for stripping the messaging app of key features. [468] In 2019, a British solicitor representing a bullied Syrian schoolboy sued Facebook over false claims. They claimed that instead of Facebook removing content that violated the rules, it protected prominent figures from
scrutiny and that special treatment was financially promoted. [469] In October 2018, a Texas woman sued Facebook, claiming she was recruited into the sex trade at age 15 by a man who made her a friend on social media networks. Facebook responded that it works both internally and externally to ban sexual
traffickers. [471] [472] Definer Public Relations In October 2017, Facebook expanded its work with PR firm Definers PublicAffairs, which had been hired primarily to monitor the company's coverage to address concerns about Russian nosy, followed by cambridge analytica's mishandling of user data, hate speech on
Facebook, It asked for a regulatory request. [473] Company spokesman Tim Miller said the tech company's goal is to push out positive content about your company and negative content that is being pushed out about competitors. The definer claimed that George Soros was the force behind what appeared to be a broad
anti-Facebook movement, and created other negative media outlets, along with America Rising, which was taken up by larger media organizations like Breitbart. [473] [474] Facebook cut ties with the agency in late 2018 following a public cry against their association. [475] On August 13, 2019, facebook revealed that it
had joined hundreds of contractors to create and retrieve transcripts of users' voice messages. [476] [477] This was especially common on Facebook Messenger, where contractors frequently listened to and transcribed users' voice messages. [477] After this was first reported by Bloomberg News, Facebook issued a
statement confirming that the report was true, but said the surveillance program had now been suspended. [477] Advertising on Facebook: tech 2010 Scope A commentators noted that Facebook constitutes a large depositary of information documenting both our response to the event and evolving habits with scope and
immediacy that previous historians could only dream of. [479] In particular, anthropologists, social researchers, social historians, and websites subject to proper preservation and curation store images of our lives.It's clearer and more nuanced than the records of our d'ethn ancestors. Economic economists point out that
Facebook offers a number of non-rival services that benefit as many users as interested users without users competing with each other. In contrast, most products are available to a limited number of users. For example, if one user buys a phone, no one else can purchase the phone. Three areas have the most economic
impact: platform competition, market location, and user behavior data. Facebook began reducing its carbon impact after Greenpeace attacked its long-term reliance on coal and the resulting carbon footprint. Facebook provides a development platform for many social games, communications, feedback, reviews and other
applications related to online activity. The platform has businesses and added thousands of jobs to the global economy. Social gaming leader Zynga Inc. is an example of such a business. Facebook's app development platform added more than 182,000 jobs in the U.S. economy in 2011, according to an analysis by
Econometrics. The economic value of the additional jobs was about $12 billion. Social Reference: Social Networking Services § Social Impact, Social Impact of the Internet § Social Networking and Entertainment, Social Capital Facebook was one of the first large social networks. On Facebook Effects, David Kirkpatrick
said Facebook's structure is changing difficult to replace due to network effects. [Neutrality disputed] As of 2016, it is estimated that 44% of the U.S. population receives news through Facebook. Emotional Health A 2020 experimental study in the American Economic Review found that deactivating Facebook led to an
increase in subjective well-being. The study has social networks associated with positive[485] and negative effects on emotional health[486][487][488][489][490]. Research often associates Facebook with feelings of envy caused by vacation and holiday photos. Other triggers include a friend's post about the family's well-
being and an image of physical beauty. A joint study of two German universities found that one in three people were more dissatisfied with their lives after visiting Facebook, [491] [492] and another study from Utah Valley University found that college students felt bad about themselves following the increase in time on
Facebook. [492] [493] Professor Larry D. Rosen said teens on Facebook showed more self-aggly tendencies, while young adults showed signs of antisocial behavior, mania and aggression. Positive effects included signs of virtual empathy for friends online and helping insoverts learn social skills. In a December 2017
blog post, the company highlighted research showing that it consumes passively.The feed then left users with negative emotions so that they were not reading and not interacting, while interacting with the message pointed to improved well-being. [496] Politics For broader coverage of this topic, see Social Media in
Politics. DETAILS: Social media and political communication between the United States and social media during the 2016 U.S. presidential election campaign Details: WhatsApp § Hoaxes and Fake News In February 2008, a Facebook group called A Million Voices Against the FARC held an event where hundreds of
thousands of Colombians marched in protest against the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (FARC). In August 2010, one of North Korea's official government websites and the country's state news agency, Uriminzokkili, joined Facebook. During egyptian protests in 2011, a man with a card called Facebook,
#jan25, Egyptian social network during the Arab Spring claimed that Facebook played a major role in the 2011 Egyptian Revolution. [499] On January 14, a Facebook page called We Are All Khaled Said was started by Wael Goniem to invite Egyptians to a peaceful demonstration on January 25. According to Tunisia and
Egypt's Mashable, Facebook has become a major tool for connecting protesters, with the Egyptian government banning Facebook, Twitter and other websites on January 26 and all mobile and internet connections in Egypt on January 28. Eightely 18 days later, the uprising forced President Hosni Mubarak to resign. In
the Bahrain uprising that began on February 14, 2011, Facebook was used by the Bahraini regime and its allegiances to identify, capture and prosecute citizens involved in the protests. A 20-year-old woman named Ayat al-Krumej was identified as a protester using Facebook and jailed. In 2011, Facebook filed
paperwork with the Federal Election Commission and formed a political action committee under the name FB PAC [[503] in an email to The Hill, a Facebook spokesperson said, The Facebook Political Action Committee We give our employees a way to make their voices heard in the political process by supporting
candidates who share our goal of promoting the value of innovation in our economy while empowering the world to be more open and connected. During the Syrian civil war, rojava's libertarian army, the YPG, recruited Westerners through Facebook in the fight against ISIL[505] and dozens joined its ranks. The Lions of
Rojava facebook page comes from the Kurdish word that translates as a lion is a lion, whether female or male, reflecting the organization's feminist ideology. In recent years, Facebook's newsfeed algorithm has been identified as a source of political polarization and has been criticized. [507] [508] Similarly condemnedA
range of fake news and extreme viewpoints, as when it made possible the situation that led to the Rohingya refugee crisis in 2015. [509] Facebook first played a role in the American political process in January 2008, just before the New Hampshire primary [Facebook partnered with ABC and St. Anselm College to allow
users to provide live feedback on the January 5 Republican and Democratic debates.] [511] [512] Facebook users participated in debate groups on specific topics, voter registration, and message questions [more than a million people installed the Facebook application U.S. Politics on Facebook to measure responses to
specific comments made by candidates in the debate. Polls from CBS News, UWIRE and the Higher Education Chronicle claimed to show how the Facebook effect affected youthful voters, showing increased turnout, support for political candidates and general engagement. New social media such as Facebook and
Twitter have tied hundreds of millions of people together. By 2008, politicians and interest groups were trying to spread their message using social media systematically. [517] By the time of the 2016 election, political advertising to certain groups had normalized. Facebook provided the most sophisticated targeting and
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Facebookat Wikipedia Sister Project The definition from Wikimedia Commons News on Wikimedia Commons News has a Facebook topic profile. page 2 Anonymous English image board website 4chan June 3 4chan homepage, 2019 Site Image Board Type Hiroyuki Nishimura Christopher, owner available in English
Pool URL www.4chan.org (NSFW) www.4channel.org (SFW) No commercial product registration (excluding staff) Released October 1, 2003; 17 years ago (2003-10-01)[1]4chan is an anonymous English image board website. Launched by Christopher Moutpool in October 2003, the site features boards dedicated to a
variety of topics, from anime and cartoons to video games, music, literature, fitness, politics and sports. Registration is not possible and users usually post anonymously. The post is temporary because the thread that received the most recent reply bumps to the top of each board, so when a new thread is created, the old
thread is deleted. As of November 2020 [Update], 4chan has received over 20 million unique monthly visitors and made over 900,000 posts every day. [2] 4chan was created as an unofficial partner for the Futaba Channel, a Japanese image board, and created the first board to post images and discussions about anime.
The site is called a hub for internet subcultures, and its community is influential in the formation of prominent Internet memes such as Rollcat, Rick Rowling and Angry Cartoons, as well as in the formation of hacktist and political movements such as Anonymous and alt-right. 4chan is often controversial, including
coordinating pranks and harassment against websites and Internet users, and posting illegal and offensive content. The Guardian once described the 4chan community as crazy and boy.. I summarized. Brilliant, ridiculous and amazing. Background Christopher Poole, founder of 4chan at the 2012 XOXO Festival, said the
majority of posts on 4chan take place on image boards with the ability for users to share images and create threaded discussions. [5] [6] The site's home page includes 70 image boards and one Flash animation board, divided into seven other categories: Japanese culture, video games, interests, creatives, and more.And
adults (NSFW). Each board has its own rules and is dedicated to a variety of topics, including anime and manga, video games, music, literature, fitness, politics and sports. As of 2019, /pol/ (politically wrong), /v/ (video games), /vg/ (video game generals), and /b/ (random) boards receive the most daily posts. According to
the Los Angeles Times, 4chan is the most trafficked image board on the internet. [8] 4chan's Alexa rank was 1042[update][8] as of June 2020, but high at 56th. [9] It is provided to users for free and consumes a lot of bandwidth. As a result, funding has often become a problem. Poole admitted that donations alone couldn't
keep the site online, and turned to advertising to make ends go. However, explicit content hosted on 4chan has deterred companies that do not want to be associated with the site's content. In January 2009, Poole signed a new contract with an advertising company. In February 2009, he was $20,000 in debt and the site
continued to lose money. The 4chan server was moved from Texas to California in August 2008 and upgraded 4chan's maximum bandwidth throughput from 100Mbit/s to 1Gbit/s. [14] [15] When you post, you can use previously adopted nicknames, such as Anonymous or Moot. Instead of registration, 4chan offers a trip
code as an optional form of authenticating the identity of the poster. [17] Because posting without filling out the name field results in the post being anonymous, 4chan's general understanding is that anonymity is not a single person, but a collection of users (hive). [18] Moderators typically post without a name, even when
performing sysop actions. You can use capcode to set a post to anonymous ## Mod, but moderators often post without a cap code. In a 2011 nico nico duga interview, Poole explained that about 20 volunteer moderators were active in 4chan. [Note 1]4chan also has a junior moderation team called The Manageer, which
removes posts and images, and the regular moderation team may ban users, but cannot post with a cap code. Revealing yourself as a controller is grounds for immediate dismissal. [20] 4chan has been the target of occasional denial-of-service attacks. On December 28, 2010, for example, websites such as 4chan went
down because of such attacks, and Poole wrote on his blog, Mastercard, Visa, PayPal, etc. [21] The history site was launched on October 1, 2003, as 4chan.net by Christopher Poole, a then 15-year-old student from New York City, using the online handle moot. [22] The pool participated regularlyAwful's sub-forum Anime
death tentault rape (ADTRW), where many users were familiar with the Japanese image board format and futaba channel (2chan.net). [14] When creating 4chan, Poole obtained the open source code for futaba channels and translated Japanese text into English using AltaVista's Babel Fish online translator. [Note 1]
After the creation of the site, the pool invited users of the ADTRW sub-forum, many of them dissatisfied with the moderation of the site, and visited 4chan, where he touted him as an English-speaking person on the Futaba Channel and as a place for Western fans to discuss anime and cartoons. [6] [24] [25] At its ins
establishment, the site hosted one board: /b/ (anime/random). [Note 1] By the end of 2003, several new anime-related boards had been added, including /h/(hentai), /c/(anime/cute), /d/(hentai/alternati), /w/(wallpaper/anime), /y/(yaoi), and /a/ (anime). In addition, the lolicon board was created in /l/ (Lolikon), but was
disabled after posting a genuine children's childography and was finally removed in October 200 4chan.org 4chan.net 4 after threats of legal action. On March 1, 2004, The Pool announced that it had run out of money to pay the monthly server fee, but was able to continue operating after receiving large donations from
users. In June 2004, 4chan experienced six weeks of downtime after suspending PayPal 4chan's donation service following complaints about the site's content. After 4chan's return, several non-anime-related boards were introduced, including /k/(weapon), /o/(automatic), and /v/(video games). In 2008, nine new boards
were created, including a /sp/sports board, a /fa/fashion board, and a /jp/Japan/Shogun board. In January 2011, Poole announced the removal of the /r9k/(ROBOT9000) and /new/(news) boards, and said /new/ was devoted to racist discussions and /r9k/no longer fulfilled its original purpose of being a test implementation
of xkcd's ROBOT9000 script. In the same year, the /soc/ board was created to reduce the number of socialized threads on /b/. /r9k/ was restored on October 23, 2011, and along with /hc/ (hardcore, previously deleted), /pol/ (/new/) and a new /diy/ board, I realized that in addition to an apology by pool, he criticized the
removal of the encyclopedia and did the same. In 2010, 4chan implemented reCAPTCHA to stop spam caused by javascript worms. By November 2011, 4chan had moved to using Cloudflare following a series of DDoS attacks. The 4chan image board was rewriting with HTML5/CSS3, which was in effect in May 2012,
for client-side improvements.On September 28, 2012, 4chan introduced the 4chan Pass, which indicates that users can bypass entering reCAPTCHA verification when posting and reporting to the 4chan image board at the time of purchase. Funds raised from the path will go towards supporting the site. On January 21,
2015, Hiroyuki Nishimura, owner of 4chan, resigned as administrator of the site due to the stress of controversies such as Gamergate[38][38][39] On September 21, 2015, Poole announced that Hiroyuki Nishimura had purchased ownership of 4chan from him, without specifying the terms of the acquisition. [25] [41]
Nishimura was a former administrator of two channels between 1999 and 2014, a website that forms the basis of an anonymous posting culture that later influenced websites such as Futaba Channel and 4chan. Nishimura lost his two-channel domain after being seized by registrar Jim Watkins[44] following the latter's
alleged financial difficulties. In October 2016, it was reported that it was facing financial difficulties that could lead to closures and drastic changes. [46]。 In a post that said winter is coming, Hiroyuki Nishimura said, We were trying to leave 4chan as it is. But I failed. We are sincerely sorry to name the cost of servers,
infrastructure, and network charges, the NSFW board announced on November 17, 2018, while remaining in the 4chan.org domain, while the work safety board would be moved to a new domain and split into 4channel.org. In a series of posts on the topic, Nishimura explained that the split was because 4chan was
blacklisted by most advertising companies and that the new 4channel domain would allow the site to receive ads by mainstream ad providers. Christopher Poole kept his real-life identity hidden until it was revealed to the Wall Street Journal on July 9, 2008. Before that, it used the alias Moot. In April 2009, Poole was
named the world's most influential person in 2008 in an open Internet poll conducted by Time magazine[4] and the results were called into question because automated voting programs and manual voting stuffing had been used to influence voting even before voting was completed. [51] [52] [53] 4chan's interference with
the vote seemed increasingly likely when it was found that he had read the first letter of the first 21 candidates on the ballot and spelled out a phrase containing two 4chan memes: mARBLECAKE. also the game. On September 12, 2009, Poole gave a lecture on why 4chan is rated as a meme factory at the Parafloss
Symposium in Vienna, Austria, which was part of the Paraflow 09 Festival. In this story, Poole attributed this primarily to an anonymous system and a lack of data retention on the site (The site doesn't have memory. [55] [56] In April 2010, the poolBring USA v. David Carnell to trial as a government witness. As a witness,
he explained the terms used in 4chan to prosecutors, ranging from OP to racketeering. He also briefed the court on the nature of the data given to the FBI as part of a search warrant, including how to uniquely identify users from site audit logs. [58] Noteworthy Image Board /b/ Main Article: /b/ Random Board, /b/ follows
futaba channel's design of the 2ura board. This was the first board created and was described as 4chan's most popular board in 2009, with 30% of site traffic at the time. [59] [60] Gawker's Nick Douglas summed up /b/ as a board where people try to shock and entertain each other and to adulterate free. [5] /b/ has a no
rules policy, except for prohibiting certain illegal content, such as viewing children, breaking into other websites (posting large amounts of destructive content), and viewing under the age of 18 inherited from site-wide rules. The no invasion rule was added in late 2006 after /b/users spent most of that summer on the
invasion Habbo Hotel. The no rule policy also applies to administrator and moderator actions and may prohibit users at any time, even if there is no reason. [61] Due in part to its anonymity, board moderation is not always successful - in fact, the site's anti-child rules are subject to jokes on /b/. Christopher Poole told the
New York Times that power is in a community that dictates its own standards during a discussion of /b/moderation, and its site staff simply provided a framework. The humor of many users of /b/tards, which they call /b/tards, is often erable to newcomers and outsiders, and features complex internal jokes and dark
comedy. [63] Users often refer to each other, and much of the outside world, as. They are often referred to as trolls who act regularly with the intention of doing it for hlz, a corruption of LOL used to show amusement at the expense of others. [62] The New York Observer has expressed the posters as immature pranksters
who are encouraged to act badly by the site's complete anonymity and lack of archives. Douglas described the board as /b/read melts the brain and cited the definition of /b/ in the encyclopedia as internet assonori [sic]. [5] Matatias Schwartz of The New York Times likened /b/ to a high school bathroom stall, or an
obscene phone party line, while the Baltimore City Paper wrote, In high school on the Internet, /b/ is a kid with a collection of butterfly knives and lots of lockers. [9] Wired expresses /b/ as notorious. [63] Each post is assigned a post number. A specific posting number is requested after a large number of postings have
been madeGet them. GET occurs when the number of a post ends in 12345678, 2222222, or one in a million or later. According to Poole, the sign of 4chan scaling was when GE lost meaning due to high post rates. He estimated the /b/post rate for July 2008 at 150,000-200,000 posts per day. [67] /pol/ Main article: /pol/
/pol/ (Politically Wrong) is 4chan's political debate committee. A sticky thread on the front page states that the board's intended purpose is to discuss news, world events, political issues and other related topics. [68] Created in October 2011 as a rebranding of 4chan's news board/new/,[35] and removed in January due to
mass racist debate[68] /pol/previously a left force strong against 4chan activists There were libertarian contingencies, but in the mid-2010s there was a gradual right turn on 4chan's political committee[69] the board quickly attracted posters with political persuasion described in a new term, the alt-right. Media sources
characterize /pol/as predominantly racist and sexist, and many of its posts explicitly take a neo-Nazi bent. [71] [72] [73] The Southern Poverty Law Center considers the rhetorical style of /pol/to be widely emulated by white supremacist websites such as the Daily Stormer. Stormer editor Andrew Anglin agreed. [72] /pol/
was where screenshots of Trayvon Martin's hacked social media accounts were first posted. [75] Users of the Board launched anti-feminist, homophobic, transphobic, and anti-Arab Twitter campaigns. [73] [77] [78] During the 2016 U.S. presidential election, many /pol/users endorsed Donald Trump. Trump and his son
Donald Trump Jr. appeared to acknowledge the endorsement by tweeting /pol/related memes. When his election was successful, /pol/moderators embedded pro-Trump videos at the top of every page of the board. [80] [81] [82] Internet Culture Early Internet memes derived from 4chan have attracted media attention.
This included the term so I like Mad Kips [sic], which included a phrase based on Pokemon and generated numerous YouTube tribute videos, and the term hero [sic] as synonymous with suicide after a misspelling of Seventh grader Mitchell Henderson's Myspace online memorial. Other websites, such as 4chan and



dramatic examples of satire encyclopedias, have also contributed to the development of a significant amount of Leetsspeak. [85] Lulucat image using I'm in you.. The format Llocat is an image that combines text and cat pictures intended to provide humor. Texts are singular and often grammaticomaticly wrong. In 2005 it
was widely popularized by 4chan in the form of Catulday. Every Saturday, users posted pictures of cats in image macroson the theme of the day. [86] In 2005, a meme known as duckroll began after poole used word filters to change egg to duck throughout 4chan. In this way, words such as egg roll were changed to duck
roll. This led to bait and switches where external links masquerading as related to the debate instead led to pictures of ducks on wheels. [88] An unidentified 4chan user applied the concept of duckroll to a 2007 post related to the video game Grand Theft Auto IV. In March of that year, a trailer for the game was released,
and the game's huge popularity caused publisher Rockstar Games' website to crash. Users posted YouTube links that reportedly led to the trailer, but actually directed users to the music video for Rick Astley's 1987 song Never Give Up on You. This is how Rickroll was born. In an interview with the Los Angeles Times,
Astley said he found the meme weird and funny. [4] [88] On July 11, 2007, a link to a YouTube video of Tay Zonday's song Chocolate Rain was posted on /b/. The Age reported that 4chan posters urged each other to swarm videos on YouTube and to climb the rankings. The video became a very popular internet meme,
resulting in a cover version by John Mayer and Green Day drummer Tre Cool [with the caption Take a breath away from the microphone, the part of the song that SonDay walkes away from the microphone [90] Boxy's character, which became a recurring meme on 4chan and inspired the remix, is portrayed by Catherine
Katie Wayne, an American internet celebrity known for her highly energetic blog. [94] [95] [96] Her increased exposure began in late 2008 and early 2009, surrounding a self-made video originally posted on her Gaia Online profile. [94] [95] [96] [97] It has since spread to 4chan and other sites, resulting in a large following
online [in his American incarnation, pedobeas are anthropomorphic bear child predators, often used within communities to mimic contributors who show sexual interest in children.] Pedbear is one of the most popular memes on non-English image boards and is recognized across Europe [in February 2010, a
Photoshopped version of Pedbear appeared in an article about the match in the Polish newspaper Gazeta Orszczynska with its mascot for the 2010 Winter Olympics. This was done by mistake. Because of the images used from Google images, the author didn't know the joke. [99] Similarly, the Dutch TV guide
Avrobode[100] used one of the images. It has been used as a symbol of pedodulism by Maltese graffiti vandals before the pope's visit. [101] See also Anonymous and anti-Scientology protests against Scientology: Anonymous (group) and Project Chanology 4chan have been labeled as the starting point for anonymous
memes by the Baltimore City Paper[9]A post signed with an anonymous moniker. The National Post's David George Cosh said it was widely reported that Anonymous was associated with numerous Internet Relay Chat (IRC) channels, not just 4chan and 711chan. Through his association with Anonymous, 4chan was
linked to Project Chanology, a global protest against the Church of Scientology held by anonymous members. On January 15, 2008, a 4chan user posted on /b/, suggesting that participants do big things on the Church of Scientology website. This message resulted in a threatening phone call to the Church. It quickly grew
into a massive real-world protest. Unlike previous anonymous attacks, the action was characterized by 4chan memes, including rickrolls and Guy Fawkes masks. The raid attracted criticism from some 4chan users who felt it would bring unwanted attention to the site. [9] My Little Pony: Friendship Is a Magical Fandom
Adult Fandom and Subculture Dedicated to The Children's Animated TV Series My Little Pony: Friendship Magic Began with 4chan's Comics &amp; Comics (/co/) board. The show was first discussed with interest around its October 2010 debut. [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] In an article published on animation website
Cartoon Brew entitled The End of the Creator-Led Era of Television Animation, writer A midi referenced the show's then debut as an example of how the talents of creators like Lauren Faust are used to work on behalf of established toy-centric properties rather than original ideas developed by the creators themselves.
[108] The article was shared on /co/, and the wary tone of the essay increased interest in the show, praising its plot, character and animation style. [103] The moderation of My Little Pony-related topics on 4chan is now controversial. The discussion of the show was extended to /b/board, volume and pushy, eventually
filled with hostile reactions from other 4chan users. This resulted in intervention from the moderators and introduced a one-day automatic ban on the use of the word pony to prevent discussion of the show. Discussions of the show began to spread in reaction to 4chan's outside community, including the establishment of
the fan news site Equestria Daily, which reached a wider audience on the internet. These events were said to be a civil war inside 4chan, with site administrator Moot eventually solving the problem by creating a board pony (/mlp/) devoted to discussing the show, apologizing on behalf of the moderation team for ignoring
one of the biggest subcultures in 4chan's history. [109] There is a worldwide ban on show discussions on sites outside of this board. [61] Other media features Arrested for animal cruelty February 15, 2009, userTwo YouTube videos in which a person calling himself Timmy showed the physical abuse of a domestic cat
named Dusty. The 4chan community was able to track down the 14-year-old video's founder, from Lawton, Oklahoma, and passed his details to the local police department. As a result, the suspect was arrested and the cat was treated by a veterinarian and taken to safety. [110] [111] This Article Is Art July 30, 2014, an
anonymous user responded with a 4chan board/pol/politically wrong thread, criticizing contemporary art in a cynical way: Art is literally anything art, now that this post is art. Users then created an auction on eBay for a framed photo that quickly rose to a high price after being approved by other anonymous users in the
thread, with a high of $90,900.00. [113] [114] [115] [116] Jeffrey Epstein's Death Main Story: Jeffrey Epstein's Death was posted on /pol/, about 40 minutes before ABC News reported the news. The unidentified person who made the post may have been the first responder in violation of privacy laws, prompting a review
by the New York City Fire Department. [117] [118] Controversial Internet Attacks Reference: Anonymous (Group) § 4chan Raid (2003-2007), and Sarah Palin's email hack according to The Washington Post, allowed users of the site to get rid of some of the most high-profile collective actions in Internet history. [119]
Users of 4chan and other websites launched DDoS attacks between December 2006 and January 2007, assaulting Hal Turner by pranking a radio show on his phone. The attack left Turner's website offline. This, according to Turner, cost thousands of dollars in bandwidth bills. In response, Turner sued 4chan, 7chan,
and other websites. However, he lost his injunction and was 100 100 receive a letter from the court. [120] KTTV Fox 11 aired an anonymous report calling them steroid hackers and domestic terrorists and collectively aired Internet Hate Machines on July 26, 2007. [121] Slashdot founder Rob Marda posted a comment
made by another Slashdot user, Mian, who said the story was primarily focused on users of 4chan, 7chan, 420chan. Mian claimed that the report appears to confuse /b/raids and motivational poster templates with a real threat to the American people and that the irrelevant footage of the van explosion shown in the report
was to ethnify anonymous posts with domestic terrorism. [122] On July 10, 2008, the Swashtika CJK Unicode character (卐) appeared at the top of Google's hot trends list.In the U.S., html numeric references to this symbol were then posted to /b/ for several hours, and a Google search request for that string was
reported. A large number of /b/visitors followed the order and pushed the symbol to the top of the chart, but Google later deleted the results. Later that year, a private account of Republican vice presidential nominee Sarah Palin's Yahoo! emails was hacked by 4chan users during the 2008 U.S. presidential election.
Hackers posted account passwords to /b/and screenshots of the accounts to WikiLeaks. [123] A /b/ The user posted a screenshot of him logging in, changing his password, and sending an email to a friend of Palin informing him of the new password in a /b/thread. But he forgot to leave the password in the screenshot
blank. A large number of /b/ users tried to log in with a new password, but their accounts were automatically locked out by Yahoo!. The case was criticized by some/b/users for not violating Palin's campaign law, but because most reports of hacking focused on 4chan. One user wrote: Seriously, /b/. We've been able to
change history and fail spectacularly. [125] The FBI and Secret Service be launched an investigation shortly after the incident occurred. On September 20, it was revealed that they were interrogating David Carnell, the son of Democratic Tennessee Rep. Mike Carnell. Apple Inc.'s stock dropped significantly in October
2008 when a hoax article was filed on CNN's user-generated news site claiming CEO Steve Jobs suffered a major heart attack iReport.com [source of story is 4chan.] 127][128] In May 2009, members of the site attacked YouTube and posted videos on the site. [129] Members of 4chan told BBC News that it was
responding to YouTube's delete music and admitted to being part of the attack. In January 2010, a member of the site attacked YouTube again because youtube user lukeywes1234 did not meet the minimum age requirement for 13 years old. . . . videos uploaded by users have becoming popular with 4chan members,
who subsequently became angry after their accounts were suspended, January 6, 2010 In september 2010, an anonymous member recruited through a post on the 4chan board in retaliation for the Bollywood film industry's adoption of Aiplex Software to launch cyberattacks against pirate bays called for new videos to be
uploaded to YouTube [that same year, 4-chan played a number of destructive pranks directed at singer Justin Bieber]. It launched its own attack targeting the websites of the American Film Institute and the Recording Industry Association, and launched its own attack called Operation Payback.Targeted websites were
usually recovered after being taken offline for a short period of time due to the attack. The website of british law firm ACS: Law, which was associated with anti-piracy clients, was affected by the cyberattack. [136] In retaliation for what the first attack called minor nuisances, Anonymous launched more attacks and downed
the site again. After returning, the front page accidentally revealed a backup file for the entire website, which contained more than 300 megabytes of private company emails, leaked to some torrents and across several sites on the internet. [137] It was suggested that the data breach could result in fines of up to £500,000
to law firms for breaching UK data protection laws. In January 2011, BBC News reported that the law firm had announced it would stop chasing illegal file-sharers. Head of ACS: Law Andrew Crossley, in a statement to the court, addressed the issues that influenced the decision to back down I have done my job. I am
under criminal attack. My email was hacked. I have received death threats and bomb threats. In August 2012, 4chan users attacked the third-party-sponsored Mountain Dew campaign Dub the Dew and users were asked to submit their green apple flavor name ideas and vote [users submitted entries such as Diabeats,
Fapple, Gueaging Granny, and several variations of Hitler did nothing wrong. [139] On October 18, 2006, the Department of Homeland Security warned National Football League officials in Miami, New York, Atlanta, Seattle, Houston, Oakland, and Cleveland of a possible threat to the simultaneous use of dirty bombs in
stadiums. The threat claimed the attack would take place on October 22, the last day of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan [[142] and the FBI and Department of Homeland Security expressed doubts about the credibility of the threat but warned related organizations as a precaution. The game went according to plan,
but under a high level of security awareness. The threat came to light in state media after Jake Brahm posted threats on 4chan and admitted to repeating them about 40 times on other websites. [142] Hello, /b/.Two pipe bombs explode remotely at Flugerville High School at 9:11 a.m. on September 11, 2007. Shortly after
the explosion, I, along with two anonymous, charge the building armed with a Bushmaster AR-15, IMI Galil AR, vintage, government-issued M1.30 carbine and a Benelli M4 semi-auto shotgun. —Pflugerville's threat[144] Brahm said he would never take what was posted on 4chan as a fact, so he didn't think the message
would be taken seriously. [145] An FBI official was reported to have said that the credibility [of the threat] is ridiculous. [9]4chan in the case temporarily added Don't mess with football as an additional rule of /b/. On October 20, 2006, Brahm turned himself in to federal authorities and was charged with fabricating a fake
terrorist threat and detained. On February 28, 2008, he pleaded guilty to federal charges. On June 5, 2008, he was sentenced to six months in prison and placed under house arrest and ordered to refund $26,750. Around midnight on September 11, 2007, a student posted a photo of a mock pipe bomb and another photo
he had while saying he was going to blow up the high school. [144] 4chan's users helped track him down and contacted police by finding the name of the assailant's father in Exif data from photos he took. He was arrested before school began. [149] [150] [151] The incident turned out to be a hoax. The weapon was a toy
and there were no actual bombs. On December 8, 2007, Jarrad Willis, 20, from Melbourne, Australia, was arrested after posting on 4chan that he was going to shoot and kill as many people as possible until I was incapacitated or murdered by the police. . . the post threatened a shopping mall near Beverly Hills,
accompanied by an image of another man with a shotgun. [156] While the investigation was still open, Willis was charged with criminal defamation in a separate case but died before the case was heard. On February 4, 2009, 4chan /b/board[158] said a school shooting rampage at the St. Eskills gymnasium in Eskillstuna,
Sweden, would evacuate 1,250 students and 50 teachers. A 21-year-old man was arrested after 4chan provided police with the IP address of the poster. Police said the suspect called it off as a joke and they released him after found no indication that the threat was serious. [160] On January 21, 2014, an anonymous
poster was /b/, and a thread was started identifying a student named Westley Sullivan, who apparently attended the same high school as the poster. The original post included a link to Westley Sullivan's Facebook profile, which has since been taken down, and a screenshot of a post that read, If Fairview is not closed
tomorrow, blow it up, referring to Sullivan's high school, Fairview High School, in Boyd County, Kentucky. Several anonymous individuals went to Sullivan's Facebook profile to find his address, phone number, school ID number, school schedule and teacher, and other personal information. Information such as his teacher
and ID number have been posted directly, and more personal information, such as his address, was found in exif data in photos posted on his profile. These individuals then contacted Fairview SchoolAnd the local police station as well as the FBI. The next day, police arrested Sullivan at his home and found him charged
with second-degree terror threats, a Class D felony in Kentucky. [162] On June 28, 2018, a man named Eric M. Radulovic was arrested after a U.S. Department of Justice indictment. The indictment alleged that Radulovic posted anonymously the day after the /pol/right unity rally, conveying his willingness to attack
protesters at the up-to-come right-wing demonstration and ostensibly drawn sympathy for the alt-right movement. I'm going to bring my Remington 700 and start shooting alt-right guys. After that land whale sheds all the liberal tears, we need sympathy, so someone has to make the left look more violent and radicalized.
It's certainly a fake flag, but I aim for more tanned/dark-haired muddy jeans in the crowd so that real whites don't have to worry, Radulovic wrote, according to the indictment. On November 29, 2010, Ali Saad, 19, was arrested and raided by the FBI for posting child photos and death threats on 4chan. Ali visited 4chan for
the first time a week before the FBI raid. He admitted to downloading about 25 child Noffee images from 4chan[165] Colin Campbell, a U.S. Navy Machinist's mate, who said his fellow sailors had been 4chan. [166] [166] Ronald Orson, 37, who was arrested in February 2011 after finding childnography on an iPhone that
had been fully downloaded from [167], was raided by the Department of Homeland Security at his Home in New York State after obtaining childography from 4chan in April 2011. [170] After 4chan reported a 15-year-old California boy who had posted childography, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security raided his
home on June 7, 2011, and took all electronic items. On February 17, 2012, Thaddeus McMavid was arrested by the FBI on child possession charges after posting comments on Facebook claiming to be in possession of a child. [172] According to an official criminal complaint filed against Thaddeus, he admitted to
obtaining child nogagraphy from 4chan's/b/ board. [173] Celebrity Photo Leaks Main Article: On August 31, 2014, numerous private photos taken by celebrities were posted online due to a user password breach in iCloud. [174] The image was first posted to 4chan. [175] As a result of the incident, 4chan announced that it
would enforce the Digital Millennium Copyright Act Policy.You have posted a stolen item. [176] Cyberbullying In January 2011, Matthew Riskon Bean, a 20-year-old man from New Jersey, was sentenced to 45 days in prison for cyberbullying on 4chan. [177] Gamergate See also: Gamergate Controversy In August 2014,
4chan was involved in the Gamergate controversy. The allegations were followed by a campaign of harassment against multiple women in the video game industry and sponsored by 4chan users [179] in particular /r9k/. The debate over Gamergate was banned on 4chan for allegedly violating the rules, and Gamergate
supporters were told by 8chan. [181] [182] Insell Play Killer/r9k/ is a board of directors implementing Randall Munroe's ROBOT9000 algorithm, which does not allow accurate re-posting. [183] Initially, it was evaluated as the starting point of the green text rhetorical style centered on the lifestyles of Neet and Hikikomori. By
2012, stories of self-loathing, depression and personal confessions of suicide attempts began to replace /b/style role-playing, geeky and video game discussions. [187] [180] [185] Built by the popular 4chan memes Epic Victory and Failure at the time, users group human populations into alpha or stereotype-well-adjusted
populars and beta or stereotypical geek-ish social rejections, self-identifying with the latter. [185] It became a popular gathering place for the controversial online in-cell community. [188] The idea of taking revenge for beta uprisings and beta revolt memes, women perceived as responsible for in-cell problems, jokes, etc.
became popular in subse sections. [190] Alumpqua Community College gained traction at the forum after the shooting rampage, but shooter Chris Harper-Mercer is also believed to have warned people not to go to school in the Northwest hours before the shooting because users encouraged him. [192] The perpetrators
of the Toronto van attack referred to the 4chan and Insell rebellions in a Facebook post he made before the attack while praising the self-proclaimed Insel Elliott Roger, the killer behind the 2014 murder of Isla Vista[2014]. [194] He claims to have spoken to both Harper-Mercer and Roger on Reddit and 4chan, and he
posted a message on 4chan about his intentions the day before the attack, believing he was part of a beta uprising. [196] [197] The murder in Port Orchard, Washington, according to court documents filed on November 5, 2014, showed images posted on 4chan that appeared to be murder victims. The body was found in
Port Orchard, Washington, after images were posted. [198] The post was attached with text: Strangling someone turned out to be harder to strangle than it looked.Movie. A later post said: Check out the news in Port Orchard, Washington in a few hours. Her son will soon return from school. He would find her and call the
policeman. I just wanted to share the photos before they found me. The victim was 30-year-old Amber Lynn Coplin. . . . the suspect, 33-year-old David Michael Carack, surrendered to police in Oregon later in the day. He was charged with second-degree murder, including domestic violence. Kalak was convicted in April
2017 and sentenced the following month to 82 years in prison. [200] Bianca Devins Murder Main Story: Bianca Devins Murder On July 14, 2019, 17-year-old Bianca Devins was murdered by 21-year-old Brandon Clark of Utica, New York, after the two went to a concert together. The suspect took a photo of the victim's
bloodied and dead body and posted it on his Instagram page with discord. The photo was widely shared on Instagram and other sites, especially at 4chan, where many users mocked and celebrated her death, saying she deserved it and praising the killer while portraying Devins as a pneodic young woman. [203] Devins
developed a small following online and was a 4chan user. [205] On July 26, 2009, AT&amp;T's DSL branch temporarily blocked access to the img.4chan.org domain (host of /b/and /r9k/), which was initially believed to be an attempt to censor the Internet. And the day after meeting with hostility to the 4chan part[206][207],
AT&amp;T issued a statement claiming that the block was installed after AT&amp;T customers were affected by a DoS attack originating from an IP address connected to img.4chan.org, preventing this attack from disrupting services to affected AT&amp;T customers. AT&amp;T maintains that the block is not related to
4chan's content. [208] 4chan founder Christopher Poole replied: [209][210] After all, this was not an ominous act of censorship, not a slight mistake, but a disproportionate response to the AT&amp;T side. The person who pulled the trigger on the site's black holling probably didn't expect the consequences of doing so.
Perhaps this was just a blessing in disguise, as this short-lived issue prompted new interest and debate about net neutrality and Internet censorship, and I'm glad to see two very important issues that can't get nearly enough attention. Major news outlets have reported that the issue may be related to 4chan's DDoS-ing,
with 4chan users suspecting the swedish-based website's then owner .com anontalk. [211] Verizon's temporary ban On February 4, 2010, 4chan began receiving reports from Verizon Wireless customers that they had difficulty accessing the site's image board. After the investigation, Poole only has traffic on port 80.A
member believed that the domain was affected and that the block was intentional. Three days later, Verizon Wireless confirmed that 4chan had been explicitly blocked. The block was lifted a few days later. On March 20, 2019, Australian telecommunications company Telstra denied access to millions of Australians to
4chan, 8chan, Zero Hedge and LiveLeak in response to the Christchurch mosque shooting rampage. In the aftermath of the Christchurch Mosque shooting rampage, a New Zealand ISP was shot dead in Christchurch Mosque, and a number of ISPs temporarily blocked the site hosting a copy of a live stream of the
shooting. This included Spark, Vodafone, Vocas and 2 degrees. [215] See also The Katawa Show, an Internet portal for internet phenomena described by Poole in a live video online interview with Hiroyuki Nishimura, founder of 2channel, on the Japanese website Nico Nico Doga during a trip to Japan in 2011. [26] See ^
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